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ing days of “twenty years ago.” The navy was increased, and 

several sea-fights had taken place — notably one off the Island of 

St. Kitt’s where Commodore Truxton in the war-ship Constellation 

‘ought and captured the French frigate L’Insurgente; the song 

“ Hail, Columbia!” was upon every one’s lips and then, even before 

war had been declared, Napoleon Bonaparte, who had put himself 

at the head of French affairs, made peace with the United States 

in 1799, and the war cloud passed over. 

Whenever there is danger of war people become greatly excited 

and sometimes do very foolish things. And so it happened that, 

when war with France seemed probable, the law-makers assembled 

in Congress, of whom the majority belonged to the Federalist party, 

passed certain laws that proved to be both stupid and hurtful to the 

best interests of the country. They feared “foreign influence” and 

they wished to show the world the “ power” of the United States ; 

so they made a law by which the president could arrest and exile 

any foreigner or “alien” who was thought to be dangerous. This 

was called the “Alien Law.” Another measure punished any 

person who dared say a word in public against the government ; 

this was called the “Sedition Law.” At once the opponents of 

the Federalists who called themselves Republicans cried out “ For 

shame!” The Alien Law, they said, took away the right to a trial 

by jury; the Sedition Law wasablow atfree speech. The American 

people had learned to value these rights for which they had fought 

too highly to permit them to be abused. Popular opinion sided 

with the Republicans, and at the Presidential election of 1800, amid 

great excitement, President John Adams and the Federalists were 

defeated. 

But the success of the Republican ticket gave Thomas Jefferson 

and Aaron Burr an equal number of votes. The Constitution 

declared that the person receiving the highest number of votes 

should be president, and the one receiving the next highest number 

should be vice-president. So here was a problem: which should be


